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Back To The Future Quiz 3

1. What location does Marty's future self know will be struck by lightning in 1955?

2. As Marty escapes on a skateboard, Biff's car crashes into a truck full of what?

3. When Marty and Doc see George at school, what's written on the prank sign on George's back?

4. Who does elderly Biff give the sports almanac and betting idea he stole from Marty?

5. What does the DeLorean time machine invented by Doc Brown use as its energy source?

6. In 1955, Marty meets an uncle he knows will do lots of jail time. What's the uncle's name?

7. What real estate slogan is on the sign behind which Marty hid the DeLorean time machine in 1955?

8. Who does Darth Vader (aka Marty) order to take Lorraine to the dance, or would he melt their 
brain?

9. One of Biff's friends back in 1955 sports special eyewear. What is it?

10. What kind of car does Biff drive in the Back to the Future franchise?

11. Hill Valley's clock tower is stuck at what time throughout the trilogy?

12. What name does Marty's teenage mother see printed on his briefs and thinks it's his name?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. The clock tower
2. Manure
3. Kick me
4. His teenage self
5. Plutonium
6. Uncle Joey

7. Live in the house of tomorrow...today!
8. George McFly
9. 3D Glasses
10. Ford
11. 10:04 PM
12. Calvin Klein

Sphinx Phoenix Back To The Future Quiz 3

1. What location does Marty's future self know will be struck by lightning in 1955?

2. As Marty escapes on a skateboard, Biff's car crashes into a truck full of what?

3. When Marty and Doc see George at school, what's written on the prank sign on George's back?

4. Who does elderly Biff give the sports almanac and betting idea he stole from Marty?

5. What does the DeLorean time machine invented by Doc Brown use as its energy source?

6. In 1955, Marty meets an uncle he knows will do lots of jail time. What's the uncle's name?

7. What real estate slogan is on the sign behind which Marty hid the DeLorean time machine in 1955?

8. Who does Darth Vader (aka Marty) order to take Lorraine to the dance, or would he melt their 
brain?

9. One of Biff's friends back in 1955 sports special eyewear. What is it?

10. What kind of car does Biff drive in the Back to the Future franchise?

11. Hill Valley's clock tower is stuck at what time throughout the trilogy?

12. What name does Marty's teenage mother see printed on his briefs and thinks it's his name?
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